KISD HIGH SCHOOL
CHEERLEADER AND
MASCOT TRYOUTS
22-23

Mandatory meetings
All candidates for cheer or mascot must attend a meeting
accompanied by their parent or guardian in person on March 1 or
virtually on March 8 at 6:00 pm.
March 1 - EHS cafeteria, HHHS library, KHS cafeteria, SHS library,
EHMS Library (CHS)
March 8 Zoom meeting through Schoology Group.

PHYSICAL TRYOUT TIMES AND LOCATION

SHS-4:45 (sign in by 4:30) @ SHS
EHS-5:45 (sign in by 5:15) @ SHS

HHHS-4:45 (sign in by 4:30) @ HHHS
KHS-5:45 (sign in by 5:15) @ HHHS
CHS-6:45 (sign in by 6:15) @ HHHS

*Tryouts could begin at the sign in time if the process runs ahead of schedule.

Tryout packets may be picked up at the Parent/Guardian meeting
at your home campus or electronically through the campus
Schoology group.

EHS Schoology: 283N-9NNG-VHPD3
HHHS Schoology: 4SS3-78JX-4QVF2
KHS Schoology: 4CZM-8PK6-SD7G2
SHS Schoology: 8469-XFS2-3GMX7
CHS Schoology: Tjin2-WGGV-JT4K

Mandatory
parent/guardian and
student tryout meeting
March 1 or March 8

Tryout Clinic
March 22-23
HHHS Gym
5-7:30pm

Mock Tryouts
March 24, 2022
HHHS Gym
5:30 pm - ???

Physical Tryouts
Friday, March 25,
2022
HHHS and SHS Gyms

KISD FINE ARTS
254.336.6300

KHS cheer-Leslie Gilmore
EHS cheer-Dinette Dormeus
SHS cheer-Daphne Levy
HHHS cheer-Veronica Martinez
CHS cheer – Briley Cameron